
 
 

 
 

 

Badrutt’s Palace Hotel honoured with 5 stars by  

Forbes Travel Guide for the second year 

 

 

St. Moritz, 16th September 2020 – Badrutt’s Palace is very happy to be awarded 5 stars by Forbes 

Travel Guide again. The famous hotel in St. Moritz was already honoured in February 2020 with the 

prestigious star rating. Forbes Travel Guide has just announced the first winners of 2021 and has 

awarded Badrutt’s Palace Hotel the highest number of stars for the second time. The renewed award 

proves the exceptional reputation of the Swiss Hotel as one of the best in Europe.   

 

Forbes Travel Guide’s star rating accounts for one of the most prestigious achievements in gastronomy. With 

its unique independent global rating system for luxury hotels, restaurants and spas, the institution has 

advocated an excellent service for over 60 years. In order to provide travel inspiration for post quarantine 

times, the global rating experts have provided a sneak peak of the next year’s winners and have extended the 

2020 list of prize winners announced in February this year. The early 2021 winners were inspected prior to the 

COVID-19 closures.  

 

Richard Leuenberger, Managing Director of Badrutt's Palace Hotels says: "It is an especially great honour for 

us to be awarded with 5 stars by Forbes Travel Guides. It once again underlines the hotel’s excellent 

reputation, the high standards we maintain, but above all, the excellent service we offer our guests. At this 

point I want to pay a very special tribute to the whole team at Badrutt’s Palace who have made this award 

possible."  

 

"It is a great pleasure for us to recognise these splendid hotels with our 2021 awards," says Filip Boyen, CEO 

of Forbes Travel Guide. "We hope these excellent hotels will prompt travellers to start dreaming about their 

next trip and build anticipation for the 2021 awards." 

 

About Badrutt’s Palace Hotel 

At Badrutt’s Palace Hotel we pamper our guests with legendary service and the most magical atmosphere in 

the whole of St. Moritz. The Golden Era of travel never lost its allure here yet we still have our finger on the 

pulse. Thanks to our unparalleled cosmopolitan culinary offering and tradition of elegance we satisfy the needs 

of the discerning connoisseurs and curious explorers time and time again. With its medley of style, sport, fine 

cuisine and wellness Badrutt’s palace Hotel offers its guests the perfect place to get a taste of the Swiss Alps in 

winter or to explore the sun drenched Engadin in summer. The coming winter season in Badrutt’s Palace Hotel 
will be from 17th December 2020 to 6th April 2021.  

 

About Forbes Travel Guide 

Forbes Travel Guide is the only global rating system for luxury hotels, restaurants and spas. Our anonymous 

professional inspectors evaluate based on up to 900 objective standards, with an emphasis on exceptional 

service, to help discerning travelers select the world’s best luxury experiences. The only way to get a Five-Star, 

Four-Star or Recommended rating is by earning it through our independent inspection process. For more 

information about Forbes Travel Guide, please visit ForbesTravelGuide.com 
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